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10 Bus $ tickets 1966-1991  

All the following have various advertisements on the reverse and are printed on flimsy 

paper.  In the listings below  

*=paste up proof, +paste up proof & genuine seen 

 
 

DGT 

 
1. 5c-6d yellow bar, purple X, white; 10c-1/- blue; 15c-1/6 purple; 20c-2/- orange 

 

 
2. 5c yellow bar, white, purple X, city zone purple X; 7c orange X, white, city zone 

purple X, purple X; 10c white, city zone purple X, blue bar, orange X, blue, purple X; 

12c blue; 15c purple, purple bar; 17c purple; 18c blue; 20c red; 25c purple, green; 30c 

red;                                                                                                                    

35c green; 40c blue bar 

 

PTC  

 
3. 5c yellow bar; 10c orange X, city zone purple X, white, red bar, purple X; 15c purple 

bar, city zone purple X; 20c blue, orange X, purple X; 25c purple bar; 30c blue, orange 

bar, red; 35c red (2 types); 40c red, blue bar, purple; 45c green bar; 50c purple; 60c green 

bar, green; 65c green; 80c red bar; $1 green 
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4. 11.2.74 the above in red with black lines introduced at Waverley, Randwick & 

Pagewood depots to assist in preventing over-riding. 

 

UTA  

 
5. 15c yellow bar; 20c yellow bar; 25c yellow bar+, purple; 30c yellow bar, blue, white, 

purple X; 35c red bar, orange bar; 40c white, purple X, blue, blue bar; 45c purple bar +; 

50c yellow bar, red, yellow X, white*, purple X*, blue+1, black; 55c yellow X, purple bar 

60c blue, yellow X**, red, purple X, white; 65c purple bar; 70c purple bar, red, green 

bar, yellow X; 75c yellow bar, blue, blue bar, yellow X; 80c red, blue bar*, green bar; 

90c red+, red bar; 95c green bar, blue bar; $1-00 blue bar, red; $1.05 green bar; $1-10 

red, green; $1-20 green bar*; $1.30 green bar; $1.40 green bar; $1.50 green bar; $1.90 red 

bar; $2-00 red bar; $3.00 purple bar 

 

STA 

 
6. Bicentennial 

30c yellow bar; 60c blue; $1-05 blue bar; $1-20 red 

 

 

                                                 
1 With part yellow X! 
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  A (bolder value)    B (thinner value) 

7. Adult    Concession 

$1.10 blue bar A    55c blue A 

$1.20 blue bar A B    60c blue A 

$1.25 C red A 

$2.20 red bar A    $1.10 red A 

$2.40 red bar B    $1.20 red A B 

$2.50 red A B 

$3.00 green bar A B    $1.50 green A 

$3.20 green bar A B    $1.60  green A B 

$3.30 green B 

$1.75  purple A 

 

 

 
8. Flimsy no value A/B as before (B unless stated) 

Adult    Concession 

1-2 blue A B    1-2  blue  

3-9 red    3-9  red 

10-15 green   10-15 green 

16-27 purple   16-27 purple 

 

 
9. No value, pastel colours  

Adult    Concession 

1-2 blue   1-2 yellow 

3-9 pink   3-9 blue 

10-27 green   10-15 pale lilac 
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10. No value, bold colours (1.7.89-6.8.90) and different Concession. 

Adult    Concession 

1-2 blue   1-2 blue 

3-9 red    3-9 red 

10-15 green   10-15 green 

16-27 purple   16-27 purple 

See similar types for Pensioner, Bus-Ferry, Eastern Suburbs Railway under those 

chapters. 

 

 
11. Barcoded with value (trialled at Nth Sydney Depot 5.89, then extended) 

Adult    Concession 

$1.20 blue   60c blue 

$2.50 red   $1.20 red 

    $1.25 red 

$3.30 green   $1.65 green 

$4 purple   $2 purple 

 

These were used until replaced by STATS types in 1992. 
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